Biodiversity Listservs
----------------------------There are several BRC mailing lists that we use to announce seminars/discussion groups related to
ecology, evolution, systematics, conservation, and biodiversity. If you are interested in receiving email
about the following and have not already subscribed, please see the instructions below.
Posting to these email lists is only possible if you have subscribed to the list and if you send emails from
the email address that you used to subscribe. To subscribe to list "thename", please send email
to thename-request@zoology.ubc.ca with the word "subscribe" as the subject (dropping the quotation
marks). To get off the list, do the same, with "unsubscribe" as the subject (must be sent from the email
used on the list).
"research": The main mailing list for Biodiversity Centre activities, including the Biodiversity
Research seminar series on Wednesdays. [To subscribe, write to research-request@zoology.ubc.ca. To
send general biodiversity-related announcements, email research@biodiversity.ubc.ca]
Occupants of the Biodiversity Research Centre are included in a separate listserv. For building related
matters, email building@biodiversity.ubc.ca (if you don’t seem to be receiving any building related
emails even though you work in the building, you can add yourself by emailing buildingrequest@zoology.ubc.ca with subscribe as the subject).
If you use the BRC autoclaves, you must sign up for the Autoclaves Listserv
( autoclaves@biodiversity.ubc.ca ) to receive information about service disruptions, monthly testing,
upcoming maintenance, etc. Once added, you can also use this mailing list to ask for assistance on the
autoclaves. To add yourself to the mailing group, please send an email to autoclavesrequest@biodiversity.ubc.ca with the word “subscribe” as the subject (dropping the quotation marks).
To remove yourself from the list, do the same with “unsubscribe” as the subject.
Other listservs:
“grads”: Grad students
“postdocs”: Postdocs
"statschatz”: Stats Discussion Group
“conservation": The Conservation Discussion Group
"edg": The Friday evolution journal club (http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/edg)
"bdg": The Biodiversity Discussion Group (https://www.zoology.ubc.ca/bdg/)
“biodiversity-birding”: For those interested in birding
"veg": The monthly Vancouver Evolution Group (http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/veg)
"let": The LET'S ASSUME a discussion group about theoretical papers (http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/let)
“coffee": For those needing some coffee! *COFFEE COOP IS CLOSED DURING BRC COVID-19 STAGE 2*

